Chromatin Rigidity Provides Mechanical and Genome Protection
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Abstract

The nucleus is the organelle in the cell that contains the genome and its associate proteins which is collectively called chromatin. New work has shown that chromatin and its compaction level, dictated largely through histone modification state, provides rigidity to protect and stabilize the nucleus. Alterations in chromatin, its mechanics, and downstream loss of nuclear shape and stability are hallmarks of human disease. Weakened nuclear mechanics and abnormal morphology have been shown to cause rupturing of the nucleus which results in nuclear dysfunction including DNA damage. Thus, the rigidity provided by chromatin to maintain nuclear mechanical stability also provides its own protection from DNA damage via compartmentalization maintenance.
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Introduction

The nucleus must house and protect the genome contained within it. One way that the nucleus protects the genome and its organization is to maintain shape stability and compartmentalization through being the strongest organelle in the cell. The physical properties that protect the nucleus are provided by two major mechanical components, chromatin filling the interior and lamins forming a thin meshwork at the periphery (reviewed in (Stephens et al., 2018a)). While focus has been placed on lamins, chromatin is arising as a major mechanical component that dominates an entire force response regime (short extensions < 30% strain) independent of lamin contribution (Stephens et al., 2017). Thus, chromatin, or the DNA backbone and associate proteins, provides mechanical support to the nucleus that directly protects the DNA from damage and protects overall nuclear function.

Recent findings have now clearly shown that weakened nuclear mechanics can cause nuclear ruptures that lead to increased DNA damage among other nuclear dysfunctions. This work has been pioneered in the lamin field (Denais et al., 2016; Irianto et al., 2017; Pfeifer et al., 2018; Raab et al., 2016; Xia et al., 2018). However, studies are showing that either direct chromatin perturbations or secondary effects on chromatin from lamin mutations can result in nuclear ruptures and increased DNA damage. The general picture is that chromatin provides mechanical support for the nucleus to resist forces, namely compressive and push/pulling forces from the cytoskeleton. Upon decreased stiffness the nucleus succumbs to these antagonistic forces causing abnormal deformations, blebbing, and rupture of the nucleus resulting in exchange of nuclear and cytosolic contents and, in many cases, a nuclear bleb that remains prone to rupture. This rupture results in titrating away DNA damage repair factors as well as allowing DNA cutting enzymes from the cytosol to enter the nucleus (Maciejowski et al., 2015; Xia et al., 2018). New studies call attention to the growing field of chromatin-based nuclear mechanics and its role in maintaining genome integrity through maintenance of nuclear compartmentalization.
Chromatin histones and their modification state are a major mechanical component

Chromatin histone modification state compaction dictates chromatin-based nuclear mechanics. The main compaction of the DNA is provided by wrapping the DNA around a histone octamer core of the nucleosome (Luger et al., 1997). Nucleosome spacing and thus the compaction of the chromatin fiber is dictated by modifications to the histone tails and the presence of linker histone 1 (H1) (Ou et al., 2017). These modifications can generally be separated into two types, eu- and hetero-chromatin. Euchromatin is decompact chromatin which is transcriptionally active or accessible and is generally marked by acetylated histone tails. Heterochromatin is generally methylated histone tails that result in compact chromatin that is transcriptionally silent. Thus, the basic compaction of the chromatin fiber filling about 1/3 the volume of the nucleus provides mechanical support.

Many different experiments have verified that altering chromatin histone modification state to increase euchromatin and cause relative decompaction results in decreased nuclear rigidity. Use of histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDAC) causes an increase in acetylated histone tails and thus a general increase in decompact euchromatin. Two of these major drugs are Trichostatin A (TSA) (Yoshida et al., 1990) and valproic acid (VPA) (Marchion et al., 2005), which have been used for decades to decompact chromatin. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies revealed that decreased chromatin compaction resulted in decreased nuclear stiffness by ~35% and greater penetration of the AFM tip pushing on the cell and nucleus (Krause et al., 2013). These results have been recapitulated multiple times showing that increased euchromatin via TSA or VPA treatment resulted in a similar 35-50% decrease in nuclear stiffness via two separate micromanipulation force measurement techniques, isolated nucleus (Stephens et al., 2017) and in cell (Shimamoto et al., 2017), as well as recent AFM-SPIM (Hobson et al., 2020). Thus, chromatin decompaction via increased euchromatin results in a weaker nucleus.

Chromatin-based nuclear mechanics can also be modulated through changing levels of heterochromatin. A broad histone methyltransferase inhibitor 3-deazaneplanocin-A DZNep provides means to decrease levels of methylated histones and thus bulk levels of both constitutive and facultative heterochromatin (Miranda et al., 2009). Decreased levels of heterochromatin causes a 35% decrease in nuclear spring constant measured by micromanipulation, similar to increasing levels of euchromatin (Stephens et al., 2018b). Oppositely, heterochromatin levels can be increased by using a broad histone demethylase inhibitor called methylstat to increase levels of methylated histones and thus facultative and constitutive heterochromatin (Luo et al., 2011). Methylstat treated nuclei with increased levels of heterochromatin provide a ~40% increase in nuclear stiffness (Stephens et al., 2018b). Increased heterochromatin levels in HT29 CSK knockdown cells showed an increase in the nuclear spring constant compared to wild-type, recapitulating these findings through a different means to increase heterochromatin levels (Stephens et al., 2017). Alterations of constitutive heterochromatin via H3K9 methylation levels have also been shown to alter nuclear mechanics to similar levels (Nava et al., 2020). Finally, mechanosensitive ion channels can downstream signal to increase methyltransferase activity, heterochromatin levels, and nuclear mechanics (Stephens et al., 2019b). Currently, many labs are focused on how mechanotransduction/sensation pathways can modulate eu/heterochromatin levels in development and to possibly fight against human disease, which we will discuss later.

An alternative way to alter chromatin compaction is via histone 1 (H1) which stabilizes the nucleosome and higher-order chromatin structure/compaction (Hergeth and Schneider, 2015). Histone 1 is a linker histone located outside of the core nucleosome binding to the entry and exit sites of DNA wrapped around
the nucleosome core. Depletion of H1 via over expression of an antagonist HGMN5 results in decompaction and decreased chromatin mechanics measured via atomic force microscopy (Furusawa et al., 2015). Another H1 competitor HMGA1 also alters/decreases nuclear mechanics in breast cancer model cell lines, which the authors state may provide increased invasiveness (Senigagliesi et al., 2019). Both of these perturbations result in a ~30% decrease, similar to HDACi treatments that increase decompact euchromatin. Histone H1 has been shown to compact DNA under force and/or during chromatin assembly (Xiao et al., 2012). Alterations to the chromatin histone modification state as well as H1 dynamics are well documented in human disease and now known to alter nuclear mechanical stiffness and protection.

Alterations to DNA itself can change the mechanical strength that chromatin provides to the nucleus. Addition of divalent ions to induce chromatin condensation is the most extreme case of increasing chromatin’s mechanical contribution. Micropipette aspirations high extension force measurement regime measured an increased nuclear stiffness from divalent ion (Mg^{2+}) chromatin condensation experiments (Pajerowski et al., 2007). Similarly, micromanipulation experiments resulted in a four-fold change upon divalent ion chromatin condensation (Shimamoto et al., 2017; Stephens et al., 2017). However, it should be noted that micropipette aspiration remains unable to resolve the increase in nuclear mechanics caused by DNA intercalating agents such as Hoechst which are known to increase nuclear mechanical strength by 50-100% in atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Saito et al., 2005), single (Neelam et al., 2015) and dual (Stephens et al., 2017) micropipette micromanipulation, and magnetic tweezers on double stranded DNA (Lipfert et al., 2010). This difference in sensitivity to chromatin mechanics stems from the ability to measure short extensions via micromanipulation and compressions via atomic force microscopy whereas micropipette aspiration measures local, fast, and high deformations (50-200%), which are more sensitive to lamin mechanics (Vaziri and Mofrad, 2007). Overall, chromatin’s mechanical contribution to the cell nucleus is based on DNA condensation, H1 dynamics, and histone modification states.
Chromatin dictates the short extension and compression mechanical regime of the nucleus

Chromatin dominates the mechanical resistance of the nucleus to small deformations independently. Micromanipulation force measurement experiments have provided, for the first time, the separation of the two major mechanical components of the nucleus, chromatin and lamins (Stephens et al., 2017). Using micromanipulation’s physiologically relevant slow extension (45 nm/sec) at both short and long extensions provided a novel nuclear force response with two regimes. The initial/short force extension regime is linear until 30% strain or ~3 μm. At this point (>30% strain, denoted as the long extension force response regime) the nucleus strain stiffens to a new stronger linear force response. The long extension force response regime is 1.5-2.0-fold stronger than the initial/short force response regime. These force vs. extension lines provide a force per unit length spring constant in nN/μm, which corresponds to 0.2-1 kPa, which agrees with many other force measurements including atomic force microscopy (AFM) and micropipette aspiration. Altering histone modification state alters short extension force response and the absolute force response of the long extension but not the strain stiffening. Depletion of or cell type specific lower levels of lamin A/C results in no change in the short extension nuclear spring constant but causes strain thinning (a weaker spring constant) at longer extensions. Recent work using AFM and light sheet volumetric imaging revealed that nuclear volume change dominates initial/short indentations and is modulated by chromatin compaction while the surface area change dominates at high indentions and is controlled by lamin A/C (Hobson et al., 2020). Thus, a second complementary force measurement approach is recapitulating this key finding in a completely different manner. The ability to differentiate the contribution of the two major mechanical components of the nucleus will provide unprecedented understanding of human diseases which display changes in both chromatin and lamins, abnormal nuclear mechanics, and abnormal morphology that disrupt key cellular functions.

The two separate regimes are due to geometry and the physical principles of these two different components as determined by molecular dynamics simulations (Banigan et al., 2017). Chromatin which fills the nucleus acts as a 3D polymer gel which responds to initial extension through its interconnectedness and bulk behavior. The lamina, however, located at the periphery as a thin meshwork behaves as a 1D polymer which is easy to bend via its short persistence length (Turgay et al., 2017) but hard to stretch (Panorchan et al., 2004). These differences are clearly visible in experiments digesting away the interior chromatin with MNase which resulted in a floppy/loose lamina that provides no force response to initial extensions but contributes when stretched out at long extensions (Banigan et al., 2017; Belaghzal et al., 2019; Shimamoto et al., 2017; Stephens et al., 2017). This experiment also shows that chromatin contributes ~90%, most if not all, of the nuclear mechanical resistance to short extensions. Furthermore, cell seeding experiments show that the nuclear lamina is wrinkled until the actin compression stretches the nucleus at high deformations (Li et al., 2015). Finite element analysis continuum modeling agrees with these findings and experimental findings as the nuclear interior volume change (chromatin) is activated initially by compression and the nuclear periphery (lamin A) is not stretched until higher deformations (Hobson et al., 2020). These two separate regimes may also serve functional roles, where chromatin is within all nuclei which incur at least small forces while lamin A is only present in substantial amounts in cells in mechanical demanding environments/tissues (Swift et al., 2013). Overall, the two regime force response is now supported by numerous studies including complementary experimental force measurements during extension (micromanipulation) and compression (AFM), as well as complementary simulations of the experiments via molecular dynamics and finite element analysis continuum modeling, respectively.
Chromatin-chromatin and chromatin-lamin linkers as possible mechanical components

Experiments and simulations show that beyond chromatin and lamins, chromatin-chromatin crosslinking proteins and chromatin-lamin linking proteins are also key components in nuclear mechanics. Simulations of nucleus uniaxial extension reveal that chromatin and lamins are insufficient to recapitulate experimentally measured two regime force-extension data (Banigan et al., 2017). Instead, mechanical coupling is required through both chromatin crosslinking and chromatin to lamin linkers to recapitulate experimental data. This idea was not necessarily novel, as mechanics papers have been investigating possible linker proteins as mechanical contributors since the advent of the mechanobiology field (Guilak et al., 2000). In fact, there are many proteins that fill these roles that have been or remain to be studied, providing an exciting time in nuclear mechanics.

Recent studies have shown that the chromatin is highly crosslinked by key nuclear functions and proteins. Here we will define crosslinking as proteins that bind to and/or connect different parts to the chromatin allowing force transmission and physically resisting deformation across the bulk chromatin polymer and nucleus. The existence of these linking proteins exists through biochemical binding assays (such as heterochromatin protein 1, HP1; (Machida et al., 2018)) and chromosome conformation capture/Hi-C (cohesin and CTCF; (Dekker and Mirny, 2016)) which reports distant genomic regions being held in proximity by chromatin proteins to form loops. A novel study has recently revealed that the genome is crosslinked about every 10-25 kb (Belaghzal et al., 2019). A technique labeled “liquid chromatin” used restriction endonucleases to digest the isolated nuclei interior DNA frequently (4 bp cutter DpnII) or less frequently (6 bp cutter HindIII) and assayed for chromosome contacts via Hi-C and force resistance via micromanipulation force measurements. Frequently digested chromatin (cut less than every 6 kb) revealed a significant loss of chromosome contacts, especially in euchromatin, and a 60% decrease in the chromatin-based nuclear spring constant. Alternatively, digestion every 10-25 kb revealed insignificant change in both chromosome interactions and chromatin-based nuclear stiffness suggesting chromatin crosslinks are physically holding the bulk chromatin together. Thus, chromatin within the nucleus forms a crosslinked polymer network that behaves mechanically like a gel.

There are many interesting possible chromatin-chromatin crosslinkers that might function to both organize and provide nuclear stiffness. Initial unpublished studies from the 4D Nucleome consortium show that HP1α, a known physical crosslinker via heterochromatin binding and dimer function, provides chromatin-based nuclear stiffness that is separate from heterochromatin (unpublished). Many recent publications show that RNA acts as a chromatin crosslinker with or without CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), evidenced by Hi-C and other data (Hansen et al., 2019; Saldana-Meyer et al., 2019). RNA may even dictate heterochromatin organization (Thakur et al., 2019). RNA’s capacity to act as a crosslinker is due to the fact that many chromatin-binding proteins also bind RNA (D et al., 2016). Thus, RNA can physically tether chromatin proteins to hold together distant regions of chromatin. Other major Hi-C or loop forming proteins like zinc finger CTCF, structural maintenance of chromosome (SMC) protein complexes cohesin and condensin, multi-subunit mediator, and more may also provide mechanical support to the nucleus. Furthermore, studies will be needed to reveal what proteins are responsible for the chromatin-chromatin crosslinking mechanics and if their loss or disruption leads to abnormal nuclear morphology and rupture which causes DNA damage, which we will discuss in the following section.
Chromatin peripheral linkers are also another large group of proteins relevant to nuclear biology. The need for mechanical tethering of chromatin to the periphery was shown in yeast, which do not have lamins. Loss of chromatin tethering to the nuclear envelope via deletion of inner nuclear membrane (INM) proteins resulted in decreased nuclear mechanics and increased nuclear envelope fluctuations (Schreiner et al., 2015). These nuclear membrane proteins are orthologues to the mammalian LEM domain proteins, named for the three proteins in this group Lem2, Emerin, and Mam1 (Gonzalez et al., 2012; King et al., 2006). Other proteins that might be important chromatin-lamina linkers are Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) proteins such as Nesprins (Kandert et al., 2007) and Sun1/2 (Chi et al., 2012; Gilbert et al., 2018), which have both been shown to influence nuclear mechanics and shape. There are many other chromatin peripheral linker proteins such as LBR localizing heterochromatin to the periphery (Buxboim et al., 2017; Solovei et al., 2013), LAP2α (Zheng et al., 2000), BAF which binds chromatin and lamins (Loi et al., 2016), Nucleoskeleton proteins spectrin (Wren et al., 2012) and NuMA (Jayaraman et al., 2017), and others that while implicated to provide mechanical strength have yet to be fully tested. Since many of these proteins aid heterochromatin localization to the periphery, it will be important for future work to determine if this peripheral localization is important for heterochromatin’s mechanical contribution. Overall, understanding the relative contributions of chromatin-chromatin and chromatin-lamina linkers vs. chromatin and lamins remains a relatively open field for inquiry, especially as it relates to nuclear morphology and compartmentalization maintenance.

Chromatin mechanics dictates function through nucleus compartmentalization

Abnormal nuclear morphology has been a diagnostic indicator of human disease since the invention of the microscope. The Pap smear was developed in the 1930s to diagnose cervical cancer through screening for large and abnormally shaped nuclei (Papanicolaou and Traut, 1997). Abnormal nuclear morphology is prevalent across the human disease spectrum including heart disease and advanced aging (Goldman et al., 2004), muscular dystrophy (Fidziańska et al., 1998), neurological disorders (Macfarlane et al., 2015), and a large subset of cancers (Gisselsson et al., 2001) (lung (Jia et al., 2019), renal (Delahunt et al., 2011), prostate (Helfand et al., 2012), cervical, breast (Lu et al., 2018; Radhakrishnan et al., 2017), and leukemia (Bessho et al., 1981)). It has taken until the last 20 years to realize that morphological changes occur through altered physical properties of the tissues, cells, and nuclei. It has taken us until the past 10 years to discover that mechanically perturbed nuclei causing abnormal shapes ultimately disrupt basic nuclear functions through the rupturing of the nucleus. The loss of nucleus compartmentalization due to these ruptures results in major functional consequences, including DNA damage (Xia et al., 2018), altered transcription (De Vos et al., 2011), and loss of cell cycle control (Pfeifer et al., 2018). These associated nuclear dysfunctions could be contributing factors to human disease.

Decreased chromatin-based nuclear mechanics results in abnormal nuclear ruptures and morphology. Loss of chromatin-based rigidity has been shown to result in nuclear ruptures and increased DNA damage, independent of changes to lamins (Stephens et al., 2018b). The current model is that the cytoskeleton compresses the nucleus while chromatin resists this compression to maintain compartmentalization measured commonly by maintenance of fluorescently labeled nuclear localization signal within the nucleus (NLS-GFP; Figure 1, A and D). However, a weakened nucleus succumbs to compressive forces herniating at the major axis of the nucleus to form a bleb and rupturing the nuclear membrane resulting in spilling of nuclear contents (NLS-GFP) into the cytoplasm (Hatch and Hetzer, 2016; Le Berre et al., 2012;
Tamiello et al., 2013). The capacity for nuclear ruptures occurs in the previously listed examples of decreased nuclear mechanics caused by perturbations to chromatin and histone modification states. Depletion of H1 resulted in an increased incidence of nuclei rupturing under shear stress (Furusawa et al., 2015). Increased euchromatin and decreased heterochromatin has more directly been shown to result in the formation of nuclear blebs and ruptures via NLS-GFP (Stephens et al., 2018b; Stephens et al., 2019b) (Figure 1B). More recently, it has been directly shown that nuclear blebs that arise due to rupturing of the nucleus are highly associated with a two-fold increase in DNA damage (Stephens et al., 2019b) (Figure 1, C and D). It should also be noted that rescuing nuclear stiffness and morphology by increasing heterochromatin also rescues DNA damage levels to wild-type levels, in either chromatin or lamin perturbations (Stephens et al., 2019b). Thus, the independent nature for which chromatin histone modification state can cause or rescue abnormal nuclear shape suggest chromatin’s mechanical properties protect the nucleus from DNA damage and dysfunction in the short extension force response regime of the nucleus.

Nuclear ruptures are transient events that can be associated with nuclear blebs or abnormal morphology depending on the cell type. First, it should be noted that recent evidence suggests that chromatin tethering to the nuclear envelope is important to resealing ruptures via the chromatin binding protein BAF and its recruitment of membrane proteins (Halfmann et al., 2019). Furthermore, blebs that form coincident with nuclear ruptures can be reabsorbed in the nuclear body via chromatin condensation (Robijns et al., 2016). Blebs that are not reabsorbed are ten-fold more likely to result in nuclear rupture and nuclei containing blebs display two-fold more DNA damage (Stephens et al., 2019b). Specifically, nuclear rupture causes DNA damage because of loss of DNA damage repair factors to the cytoplasm (Irianto et al., 2017; Xia et al., 2018). Alternatively, massive nuclear deformations alone have been shown to cause DNA damage via constricted migration (Denais et al., 2016) or AFM force probing (Hobson and Lammerding, personal communication), likely through local displacement of DNA damage repair factors. Though DNA damage in these cases without rupture result in less DNA damage compared cases of documented nuclear rupture via loss of NLS-GFP.

Alterations in histone modification state are not the only chromatin perturbations that result in abnormal nuclear morphology and ruptures. Interestingly, depletion of commonly known cancer and chromatin protein p53 or chromatin protein Rb results in nuclear ruptures but no significant change in nuclear shape (Yang et al., 2017). Depletion of either a SWI/SNF chromatin remodeler Brg1 (Imbalzano et al., 2013) or a heterochromatin-lamin binding protein PRR14 (Polshenko et al., 2013) results in abnormal nuclear morphology but studies have yet to address nuclear rupture or altered chromatin-based nuclear mechanics. Beyond p53 other cancer relevant molecules p63 depletion (Rapisarda et al., 2017) and miR-29b blockade (Kriegel et al., 2018) result in abnormal nuclear shapes. Furthermore, depletion of many nucleolar proteins such as NOP53 (Lee et al., 2018), nucleophosmin (Amin et al., 2008), and fibrillarin (Amin et al., 2007) cause abnormal nuclear morphology. However, the cause and consequence remain unclear for these nucleolar proteins as effects may be due to failed mitosis that impact the daughter nuclei or simply decreased chromatin-based nuclear mechanics that cause nuclear ruptures. Similarly, long-term depletion of cohesin causes highly abnormally shaped nuclei that are likely to be due to mitotic errors (Cremer et al., 2019). Disruption of chromocenters via D1/HMG1 perturbations can also result in abnormal nuclear morphology, ruptures, and increased DNA damage (Jagannathan et al., 2018). Finally, newly published gene screen reveals that knockdown of many chromatin proteins results in abnormal nuclear morphology (Tamashunas et al., 2020). Thus, there are many possible chromatin proteins that
could provide mechanical support to the nucleus, maintaining shape and compartmentalization, and protect the genome from DNA damage. The field of chromatin-based nuclear mechanics currently offers many unanswered questions that are ready for new scientists to tackle.

Alterations in nuclear shape that result in nuclear ruptures from lamin mutations might be due to decreased levels of heterochromatin (reviewed in (Stephens et al., 2019a)). Lamin mutations have been shown to alter chromatin-lamin interactions (Scaffidi and Misteli, 2006). Furthermore, well-known lamin mutant progerin, that causes the advanced aging disease Progeria, results in loss of constitutive heterochromatin (McCord et al., 2013; Shumaker et al., 2006; Stephens et al., 2018b). Rheology measurements which provide indirect force measurements show that chromatin motion increases suggesting decreased chromatin-based nuclear mechanics (Booth et al., 2015). Lamin B depletion, which occurs in senescence (Shimi et al., 2011), displays nuclear rupture (Vargas et al., 2012) and increased DNA damage (Stephens et al., 2019b) also presents decreased levels of facultative heterochromatin (Camps et al., 2014; Stephens et al., 2018b). Importantly, these alterations to decrease levels of heterochromatin provide a means to cause these effects. Alternatively, changes in these lamin provide no clear mechanism resulting in nuclear blebs and ruptures as progerin (Schape et al., 2009) and lamin B depletion (Lammerding et al., 2006) result in increased or no change lamin mechanics, respectively. Additional experiments are required to continue to separate the relative roles of chromatin and lamins in nuclear mechanics, morphology, rupture, and resulting DNA damage.

Using chromatin mechanics as a possible therapeutic approach

Cellular mechanosensitive pathways have recently been shown to rescue nuclear mechanics, morphology, rupture, and DNA damage. Mechano-transduction/sensitive pathways are pathways in which extra- or intracellular forces elicit a change in cell behavior. Mechanosensitive pathways are activated in mesenchymal stem cell differentiation (Heo et al., 2016; Le et al., 2016). It is important to note that stem cells have relatively decompacted chromatin and no lamin A (Meshorer and Misteli, 2006), meaning they must adapt efficiently to extracellular force to protect themselves, possibly through auxetic behavior (Pagliara et al., 2014). Mechanotransduction partially relies on mechanosensitive ion channels in the plasma membrane that open under force to signal among other things an increase in chromatin compaction and heterochromatin levels (Heo et al., 2016; Heo et al., 2015; Stephens et al., 2019b). This pathway exists across multiple cell types that were able to activate mechanosensitive ion changes through changes in ion levels to cause cell membrane stretching and mechanosensitive ion channel opening (Stephens et al., 2019b). Activation of mechanosensitive ion channels over long time-intervals (day/s) resulted in increased heterochromatin due to histone methyltransferases and ultimately increased chromatin mechanical rigidity resulting in stiffer nuclei. This increase in nuclear stiffness resulted in maintained shape, less nuclear ruptures, and presented less DNA damage in cells with either chromatin or lamin perturbations (Stephens et al., 2019b). Even activation of this pathway which relies on F-actin force transmission, inactivated by drug Y-27632 a ROCK inhibitor, rescues UV induced DNA damage through a yet fully uncovered mechanism (Nagayama and Fukuei, 2019). This data suggests that increased chromatin compaction and mechanics may be sufficient to decrease DNA damage from possible nuclear rupture.

Altered levels of both eu-/heterochromatin can also be induced via other mechanosensitive pathways in the cell. Cells grown in 3D matrix result in weaker nuclei due to activation of a specific histone
methyltransferase in the cell that increases the H3K4me³ euchromatin marker (Wang et al., 2018). Another example is that cellular compression causing reversible chromatin condensation via unbinding from actin and nuclear import of histone deacetylase 3 (Damodaran et al., 2018). However, it remains unclear how a single histone modification enzyme could have such strong effects when there are many different types of eu/heterochromatin markers.

The ability to modulate chromatin compaction and histone modification state in a cell native manner provides a unique opportunity for possible therapeutic approaches. Use of broad histone posttranslational enzyme inhibitors could cause massive off target effects if used as therapeutics. Alternatively, modulating mechanosensitive pathways allows for changing histone modification state in a way that the cell is accustomed to. This pathway provides a way to increase chromatin-based nuclear mechanics, maintain nuclear shape, and compartmentalization, as has been proof of principal tested (Stephens et al., 2019b). Alternatively, this pathway could dial chromatin mechanics down in specific cells with the aim to kill the cells by severely destabilizing the nucleus. These same ideas are being considered for lamins as well (please refer to the review by Xie, Walker, and Irianto in this special issue). Thus, mechanosensitive cellular pathways dictating the mechanics of either or both major nuclear mechanical components, chromatin and lamins, could provide therapeutic approaches to treat the many human disease presenting abnormal nuclear morphology.
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Figure 1. Decreased chromatin-based nuclear rigidity results in nuclear blebbing, rupture, and DNA damage. (A) An example image of a blebbed nucleus due to decreased chromatin-based nuclear rigidity caused by treatment with histone methyltransferase inhibitor DZNep to decrease levels of heterochromatin. An example image of chromatin labeled with Hoechst and actin labeled with phalloidin. The image shows how actin cables run over the top of the nucleus. (B) Example time-lapse of nuclear bleb formation and rupture shown by imaging nuclear localization signal green fluorescence protein (NLS-GFP). Time is in minutes. Rupture is indicated by the spilling of NLS-GFP into the cytoplasm. (C) Example image showing that blebbed nuclei display higher levels of DNA damage marker γH2AX. (D) Side view schematic showing that chromatin rigidity resists actin (shown), and other cytoskeletal forces, to maintain normal nuclear shape and compartmentalization. Loss of chromatin-based nuclear rigidity results in actin compression forces overcoming nuclear rigidity forces resulting in a herniation and rupture of the nucleus leading to spilling of nuclear contents thereby allowing cytosolic contents into the nucleus, DNA damage, transcription changes, and cell cycle disruption.